
XM Cyber Exposure 
Management Service
Reduce Cyber Risk and Maximize Your ROI with the Hands-on Management Services

50% of assets can be compromised 0% of assets can be compromised

You can leverage XM Cyber’s Exposure Management Service to continuously reduce exposures and:

Discover the proactive, best-practices-based approach 
and continuously identify and resolve your highest priority 
security exposures. 

Do you want to learn more about getting started with EMS 
in your environment? Contact us now to discuss your 
options and learn more about EMS.

A Force Multiplier for Your Security Team

 Establish, operationalize, and improve your remediation processes
 Work with your remediation teams (IT/Infra/Devops etc) to push prioritized 

remediation activities into actions and track the
 Get focused Remediation reports and prioritization tailored to yo
 Understand progress with monthly reports and follow up on remediation status

XM Cyber is a leader in hybrid cloud exposure management that’s changing the way organizations approach cyber risk. XM Cyber transforms 
exposure management by demonstrating how attackers leverage and combine misconfigurations, vulnerabilities, identity exposures, and more, 
across AWS, Azure, GCP and on-prem environments to compromise critical assets. With XM Cyber, you can see all the ways attackers might go, 
and all the best ways to stop them, pinpointing where to remediate exposures with a fraction of the effort. Founded by top executives from the 
Israeli cyber intelligence community, XM Cyber has offices in North America, Europe, and Israel.

3 months later...

In the face of seemingly overwhelming security threats, 
organizations are struggling to hire security expertise 
in today’s challenging security job market. XM Cyber’s 
Exposure Management Service is designed to extend 
your security team with the expertise needed to 
optimize continuous exposure management and 
remediation programs.

With our dedicated Exposure Management Service 
experts working side-by-side with your team, you can 
continuously reduce your organization's exposure to 
potential security risks. Seamlessly integrated into your 
operational remediation processes, EMS provides a 
proactive approach to identifying and resolving 
security issues.


